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similar or related traits, e.g., vocational attitudes and work-relate attitudes, or Job search skills and Job knowledge. Conversely, corr« tions between the sex r öle Stereotyping measures and Job knowledge factors are low.
Predictive Validity
Given the aim of the YEDPA programs, a key validity test for any scale would be its ability to predict which YEDPA youth would stay ir school or find full-time employment and which would not.  Several skirraishes have been made with this analysis and Table A.10 reports 1 simplest of them.  (Its outcome, however, is little different from th more complicated analyses.)
For all program participants (in 20 percent sample) who provided the requisite data at 3 months (n = 2,406) and at 8 months (n = 1,64S postprogram, a score of l was assigned if (at follow-up) the respond< reported being either in school füll time or working füll time.  A score of 0 was assigned otherwise.  In the crudest analysis (reporte< in Table A.10) the 0-order correlation between this dichotomous "activity variable" and each of the scales from the SAS battery was calculated.7 This was done separately for males and females to allov the effects of potential differences in child-care responsibilities 1 appear.
It will be seen from Table A.10, that there were some "significai correlations between Job knowledge and attitude scores and whether a youth was "occupied" or "unoccupied," however, the magnitude of thes< correlations was not substantial. The correlations for the SAS data base are considerably below those found for the NYC and OIC samples reported by ETS in their 1980 report on SAS (Educational Testing Service, 1980). They are even lower than the correlations (.10) reported by ETS from the Youth Career Development sample.
The extremely low predictive validity of the SAS measures raises questions about the meaningfulness of program evaluations that r es t their verdicts of program effectiveness on such measurements. As Chapters 4 through 8 have shown, such studies are are not uncommon i] the YEDPA literature.
Inter-site Variations
The shortcomings of the aggregate SAS data base invite the question:  Is the data base uniformly riddled with such problems?
7This analysis is somewhat crude, but it illustrates the point in a straightforward manner (and it is analogous to analyses reported in ETS, 1980).  It should be noted, however, that because the criterion variable is dichotomous, the obtained correlations will understate somewhat the extent of the relationship.

